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The Howard program is the only
one in the nation aimed specifically
at minority gifted and talented
students, observes James H.
Williams, an associate professor of
educational psychology who
founded the program in 1979 and
continues to serve as its director,
advocate and guiding spirit.
Williams also directs the Scho%f
Education's Graduate Leadership
Program for Gifted Education,
which prepares teachers,
administrators and researchers for
leadership roles in gifted
education.

Meeting the Needs of
Gifted Children
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Education
By Harriet Jackson Scarupa

Seven-year-old Kamilah Jenkins, a District of Columbia second grader, has
been reading since she was three. "I like
books with pictures and books without
pictures," she says. "If the books don't
have pictures, I just make up pictures in
my mind." With her bead-adorned pony
tails bopping in time to her words, she
next makes an ingenuous confession: "I
like being smart. I really like being smart. It
makes me feel happy."
Twelve-year-old George Kelly has
never gotten a score lower than the 98th
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percentile on any standardized achievement test. He has the vocabulary and a bit
of the demeanor of a college professor,
but can get just as excited about baseball
as about the physiology of the heart. Medicine is his major interest these days. But
there's also electronics, chemistry, sports,
computers, rock collecting, crossword
puzzles, piano, harmonica ....

stiff. "

computer nut who taught himself how to
program by going to shopping malls and
"messing around with the small computers" and who now has his eye on a career
as a computer designer. "Given the
chance, I'd stay in front of a terminal for
days without leaving," he says. "I can't see
why so many people are afraid of computers. They think a computer's going to
come out and bite them or something. But
a computer only does what you tell it to
do."
Tony's reputation as a computer whiz
and the A's he gets in his classes with
seemingly little effort have earned him a
nickname: "Brainiac." "I think it's kind of
tunny" he says of his nickname, shrugging his shoulders in laid-back California
fashion. "It gives me an ego boost."

Anthony (Tony) Thomas, 15, of San Diego, Calif., certainly can sympathize with
George's plight. He is a self-described

Kamilah, George and Tony were three
of the 134 children enrolled last summer in
the Satellite Summer Enrichment Program

Sometimes, though, he finds his regular
classes "do get boring." Example: "I'd be
sitting there doing ditto after ditto about
things I already know and I'd be thinking
about the other things I could be doinglike rearranging an Apple computer program so it would have more detailed
graphics-and
I'd just sit there and sigh
[he sighs dramatically] and be bored
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for Gifted and Talented Students sponsored by Howard University's School of
Education.
Th~ four-week program is designed to
provide challenging experiences for
gifted and talented students in science,
math, computer science and writing; to
develop their skills in critical thinking and
problem solving; and to stimulate their
creative abilities. It also gives participants
the opportunity to interact with others with
similar interests and abilities and with
teachers who find their intellectual curiosity a delight.

the nation aimed specifically at minority
gifted and talented students, observes
James H. Williams, an associate professor of educational psychology who
founded the program in 1979 and continues to serve as its director, advocate
and guiding spirit. Williams also directs
the School of Education's Graduate
Leadership Program for Gifted Education, which prepares teachers, administrators and researchers for leadership
roles in gifted education.
Although the personalities and interests
of gifted children are diverse, what all
Most of last summer's students had gifted children share is "a thirst for knowlbeen enrolled in the second through ninth edge," Williams says. "Gifted children are
grades during the 1982-83 school year. exceptionally curious," he observes. "If
Most were from the metropolitan Washing- they have a special area of interest they
will pursue that area with intensity. [Conton area (although there were youngsters
sider, for instance, Tony and his comfrom Illinois, New Jersey, California,
puters.] They have a lot of stamina. Their
Pennsylvania and Tennessee as well.)
The
Howard
program
is
the
only
one
in
tolerance
level is high. Their attention
Published by Digital Howard @ Howard University,

BY ERIC MARLOWE

span is long. They generally learn material at a faster pace and are capable of
exploring new topics in far more depth
than the average student."
In more formal (or bureaucratic) language, an influential 1972 U.S. Office of
Education report, "Education of the Gifted
and Talented," defined gifted and talented
children as "those identified by professionally qualified persons who by virtue of
outstanding abilities are capable of high
performance ... [They] include those with
demonstrated achievement or potential
ability in any of the following areas, singly
or in combination: 1) general intellectual
ability; 2) specific academic aptitude; 3)
creative or productive thinking; 4) leadership ability; 5) visual and performing arts
ability; 6) psychomotor ability."
Estimates of the gifted and talented
children in the nation's schools, the report3
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noted, range from 3 to 15 percent, depending on the criterion used.
What such percentages and definitions
don't tell, though, is the story ofthe special
needs of gifted and talented children and
how they are-or are not-being met.
A gifted child sitting in a class with children of average ability is a lot like the
driver of a car stuck behind a tractor trailer
on a busy two-lane highway, Williams
notes. "The child [like the car driver] is
unable to move forward as he or she
would like and consequently becomes
bored and frustrated .... If gifted children
are not challenged and if their interests
are not channeled, they can automatically
become a problem in the classroom," he
adds. "Because of their inquisitive minds,
they can become a greater problem than
the child who is of average ability"
Despite this, the notion that gifted children have just as legitimate educational
needs as physically handicapped chi 1dren or children with other disadvantages
is often resisted. Many people see no reason why gifted children -ostensibly "the
cream of the crop" -deserve any special
attention or services. They are eager to
raise the banner of elitism whenever the
matter comes up.
Others are not hostile to the idea of aiding the gifted, just uncertain how it can
best be accomplished. As that 1972 Office of Education report began; "Educators, legislators, and parents have long
puzzled over the problem of educating
gifted students in a public educational
program geared primarily to a philosophy
of egalitarianism."
But the report went on to say: "We are
increasingly being stripped of the comfortable notion that a bright mind will make
its own way Intellectual and creative talent cannot survive educational neglect
and apathy."
"The relatively few gifted students who
have had the advantage of special programs have shown remarkable improvements in self-understanding,
in
ability to relate well to others, as well as
improved academic and creative performance,"
the report found. "These prohttp://dh.howard.edu/newdirections/vol11/iss1/2
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Omari West (at keyboard), Diggs Hill (standing) and Carey Closson (in background) work on a computer
program together
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grams have not produced arrogant, selfish snobs; special programs have extended a sense of reality, wholesome
humility, self-respect and respect for
others. A good program for the gifted increases their involvement and interest in
learning throaqh the reduction of the irrelevant and redundant."
Consider some typical scenes culled
from several visits to Howard's satellite'
program:
In a biology laboratory, Lynne Holcomb,
a District of Columbia high school biology
teacher, leads a dozen or so fourth graders in a rather strange chorus: "We're dissecting, not butchering. We're dissecting,
not butchering, Remember: we're dissect -ing." The chorus is preface to the assignment of the day: to dissect a fish, then
a grasshopper and then make detailed
drawings comparing the parts of each.
At the end of the class, one emphatically exuberant girl who had been reluctant to wield her scalpel at first ("Yuki This
fish stinks!") proudly displays and explains the contents of her dissecting tray.
She points out her fish's intestines, gills,
heart, stomach, liver, backbone",
and
tells what their functions are, "We're only
going into fourth grade," she says. "And
look what we're doing. We're dis-secting."
A fifth-grade creative writing class
taught by Annie Beard, a District of Columbia junior high school teacher, opens
with a lively discussion of nursery rhymes
that actually are sad or tragic, The children give examples - Humpty Dumpty
with his great fall, Jack and Jill breaking
their crowns, the Queen of Hearts bereft
of tarts-and then eagerly write and illustrate their own.
Beard uses the subject to get the children thinking about some larger issues,
"What happens to people if they hear
about violence from the time they are very,
very young?" she wonders aloud, ''They
will grow up used to violence and may
become violent themselves," several
youngsters suggest. "Well then, maybe
we should tell little children happy; positive stories, not stories about Jack and Jill

Published by Digital Howard @ Howard University,

breaking their crowns," Beard remarks.
There's silence for a moment and one almost can see the proverbial light bulb
flash on in the youngsters' heads.
Some seventh graders, dressed in the
summer uniform of shorts, alligator shirts,
striped socks and sneakers, sit impatiently in a seminar room in Howard's
academic computer center while Rodney
Little, an affable research assistant at the
center, reviews some terminology with
them. With a grin, he tells them they can
go across the hall to the terminals. The
room empties out in a flash as the students rush to begin typing out commands.
"Wejust finished running out a program
that would average six student grades on
six tests for 24 students," George Kelly
explains. "If you input six different numbers it will interprint them as test scores
and it will average them out and list them
- such as 6 (the student number) and
87,6 (the grade). Later on, we'll be changing the program so it can average out into
letter grades. Today, though, we're just
finishing inputting the numbers and listing
the program-taking all the bugs out of it
and making sure it's accepted by the
FORTRAN part of the computer,"
Tony Thomas sits with other junior and
senior high school students in a physiology class taught by Neil Augustine, a
second-year medical student at Howard.
It's Augustine's first year teaching, but
you'd never know it. Pacing back and
forth, bursting with energy, he tosses out
comparisons, anecdotes, jokes and
questions, lots of questions, all designed
to help the students understand how the
respiratory system works. Sample: "Why
do you need a nose-besides to look
cute?" Sample: "Ever watch a centipede
walk? That's exactly the way the cilia in the
lungs work." Sample: "Why can breathing
in carbon monoxide kill you?" Sample:
"Where's the safest place to do a
tracheotomy?"
As the questions multiply, the attention
level of the students seems to rise, There's
no aimless doodling or peering out the
window here.

The difference between what goes on
in such a classroom and what usually
goes on in a regular classroom during the
school year, Williams says, is that the
satellite program emphasizes developing
skills in critical thinking and problem solving. "The teacher does not stay at the factual level," he observes. "As soon as the
teacher gives students the factual information he or she tries to move them as
rapidly as possible to where they begin to
apply the information, synthesize it and do
some problem solving with it." Student involvement is important throughout, he
adds. "Teachers teach not by lecturing
but by lecture/discussion, They also try to
give the students 'hands on' experiences
wherever possible,"
The overall aim of all the instruction in
the satellite program, Williams says, is "to
make learning come alive." If the enthusiastic comments of participants are a
good indication, that does seem to be
what happens.
"I like everything about the program,"
observes Kamilah Jenkins, who says she
"might be an architect or an engineer or a
doctor." "I like learning new things - especially in math and science. I liked learning about how food goes through the
esophagus before it gets to the stomach
[as part of a lesson on the digestive process.l I liked it when we made magic pan
cookies with coconut and chocolate [as
part of a most popular measuring lesson.]
I like it that there are lots of smart kids
here."
Says George Kelly, speaking in the formal manner that seems his wont, "I like the
idea of the program itself which is to learn
about stimulating new subjects on a
college/university setting that gives one
an idea that one is actually going to college, gives new life to one's thouqhts and
makes one feel good." He leans forward
intently, snaps his fingers as if to conjure
up the exact expression he's seeking and
continues: "We don't have as much work
[assignments,
homework] as in my
classes during the school year. But the
work we do here gives us thinking time."
That the program includes many stuNEW
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dents who relish "thinking time" has a lot to
do with its selectivity.
Students initially may be referred to the
program by parents, teachers or other
professionals. To qualify for further
screening, they must submit their most
recent standardized achievement test
scores at or above the 85th percentile (nationally) in reading, math or science. They
then must take additional tests designed
to measure their 10, their mastery of basic
skills, their creativity and their selfconcept. They also must rate themselves
in the areas of learning, motivation,
creativity, leadership and communication
skills and submit the assessment of their
current teacher about these same qualities.
All this information is then weighed by
Williams and his staff ("put in a matrix," to
use the educational jargon) who arrive at
a total score to determine a child's eligibility for the program. Of 200 youngsters
rated and assessed last year, 139 were
accepted into the program.
About 510 children have participated in
the satellite program during the past five
summers. While most are the children of
middle-class professionals, the program
always has included children whose parents hold low-skilled jobs and some who
are welfare recipients. "In those cases [of
the poorer students] you'll often find relatives will put together the money for the
program [$300 last summer] and, of
course, we would definitely give those
students [partial] scholarships," Williams
says.
The fact that most of the children in the
program come from middle-class homes
is simply a reflection of the fact that they
have parents who most easily can afford
the program, Williams notes. "Black gifted
children come from all socioeconomic
backgrounds," he emphasizes, "not exclusively from the middle class, as many
believe." As that Office of Education report
bluntly asserted: "The assumption that the
gifted and talented come from privileged
environments is erroneous."
In determining eligibility for gifted programs, Williams believes the kind of mul-
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Michael Johnson, a graduate student in the School of Engineering, assists April Barnes (left) and Corn ita
Cole with a computer problem

tiple assessment approach the satellite as "dumb" when that child could be highly
program uses is crucial. While paying lip intelligent but comes from an environment
service to the multiple assessment idea, where no one knows or cares about the
too many school systems rely almost ex- niceties of grammar.
Another factor accounting for the high
clusively on 10 scores and/or achievement test scores, he has found, and in the . ability/low achievement pattern shown by
process many minority children get shut so many minority children, Williams suggests, relates to their low self-esteem. To
out. (Many educators have concluded
that 10 tests are culturally biased. They do well academically, educators and
also point out that achievement test psychologists repeatedly point out, chilscores, while important indicators of dren have to feel good about themselves.
some aspects of learning, fail to take into And too many Black children, internalizing negative white attitudes about Black
account a child's academic potential.)
"So many minority children are under- people, do not.
achievers," Williams says. 'They are not
Still another factor that has some bearachieving at the level of their ability. This ing on the high ability/low achievement
could be because of problems in the pattern is something most Black eduhome or it could be they are not being cators don't like to talk about publicly, afchallenged in the classroom and not raid their views will be misinterpreted or
given information in a way that appeals to misused. And that is a strong current of
them so they become bored and may be- anti-intellectualism so visible in some corners of Black life. Consider, for example,
come discipline problems."
The language deficits many low- the' Black youth who ignore Black physiincome minority children exhibit also can cists, poets and physicians while idolizing
mask their giftedness or potential for gif- flashy sports and entertainment pertedness, he believes. A teacher who sonalities.
hears a child say "I ain't got no books toTeacher Annie Beard is one who isn't
day" may automatically classify that child afraid to face the issue. "Unfortunately, I
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Kayode Henry (left) and Julio Davalos dissect a fish in biology class
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think, too many people in our race are
more concerned with being cool than
being smart," she says. "Too often the
very things that we as a group of people
hold up to be desirable work against
being bright - at least in terms of
academics. You're respected if you're
streetwise, if you can outslick someone.
To carry books, even, isn't considered
cool."
Given such an attitude among some
Black folks and given the racist attitudes
still held by an awful lot of white folks that
lead them to question the very existence
of intelligent Black people, it's no wonder
sorne Black gifted children feel isolated.
And that's another reason participants
and observers believe Howard's satellite
program for the gifted is so important.
As George Kelly remarks: "It makes it a
lot easier whenever I go somewhere
knowing that there are some kids who are
in the same position as I am - who are
Black, gifted and wantto learn more. Here
[in the program] you're expected to be
smart. Nobody's surprised that you're
smart."
Indeed, the fact that almost all the children enrolled in the satellite program have
been Black is viewed by many parents as
one of its chief attractions.
"I was anxious for Kamilah to be around
Black children over the summer who had
an interest in academic achievement,"
says her mother, Wilhelmina Jenkins, a
physics instructor at Howard. "There were
not a large number of Black children in her
class last year [in a racially mixed public
school in northwest Washington] and I
wanted to make sure she knew there were
plenty of Black children who achieved
very highly and were motivated. Otherwise, I was afraid she would get a slightly
skewed viewpoint."
Jenkins' 13-year-old son, Kosi, attended a residential program for gifted
children at The Johns Hopkins University
in Baltimore last summer. "Out of several
hundred children," she says, "only two or
three were Black. It was disheartening."
George Kelly's mother, Margo - a
computer specialist/information systems

7
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Feizul Reza AIi, a student in the College of Medicine,

planner for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-has two other
sons (Erin, 10, and Lawrence, 6) who participated in the satellite program. She is
an articulate advocate for the gifted and a
strong booster of the satellite program.
But she (like Jenkins) has little in common
with the popular image of the typical
mother of gifted children - i.e. a pushy,
obnoxious woman bragging incessantly
about her "little geniuses."
"I think the reality of being Black in the
United States of America can take the
thunder out of any egoism associated
with having a gifted child in this country,"
she contends. "It's to no one's best interest that a Black child be identified, supported and touted as being gifted. To do

http://dh.howard.edu/newdirections/vol11/iss1/2
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leads a physiology

class

so goes against the basic stereotype and
rationale for the behavior and prejudices
that exist in this country."
In the Montgomery County (Md.)
schools that her children attend, Kelly frequently has encountered teachers who
don't know quite how to deal with her three
sons - or any Black gifted children, for
that matter. "One teacher told George that
he would have trouble in high school because he was so smart," she says, by way
of example. "That's a terrible prediction to
make for a child."
In addition to having to encounter racially biased attitudes from perplexed or
disbelieving whites, gifted Black children
have to cope ~ith the same type of problems all gifted children can encounter,

•
Kelly says. "There's all this peer pressure
- 'Oh, my God, you're smart!' and 'Why
are you so smart?' and 'Yourvocabulary's
so large' and that kind of thing - so that
being gifted has to be a nuisance. It
makes the child have something extra to
deal with that other children don't have."
What the Howard program does,
Margo Kelly believes, is to "remove the
pressure of being 'different [and] erase all
the put-downs." It also reconfirms one of
her own basic beliefs: "People thrive educationally and personally with positive
role reinforcement."
"I was never in school with other than
Black people until I was high school age,"
she says. "I think that served to strengthen
my self-concept in ways that only can

8
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Woodrow Lucas (left) and Marc Dancy examine
target: the grasshopper
beside it

parts of a fish they are dissecting.
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Their next dissecting

compare with what one gets from having
to recite and pray in front of a congregation of a Black southern church. When I
found out about the Howard program, I
thought it might be predominantly Black.
But when I found out it was, I was tickled
to death. The program has meant that I've
been able to give to my children something I had for myself growing up in Washington, D.C. [with plenty of positive Black
role models]"
"The boys came back from the program
with a recommitment to education as a
result of the high quality of teacher/
student interaction," she reports. "They
were challenged to go beyond themselves because they were taught to look
ahead at the things they could possibly
do, at the ways they could implement their
giftedness. They seemed to be sure of the
fact that they would indeed become
physicians [their stated career goals]
after spending those weeks with those
particular teachers on that particular
campus.
"They came back with a sense of pride
that showed in their walks and in the way
they held their heads. They have elected
to sacrifice all extra goodies all year long
to be able to go back [next year]. The
program was that important an experience for them."
Kelly, herself a Howard alumna, sees
the university setting itself as a stimulus
for pride. "The boys now say, 'We go to
college in the summer!" she says, imitating their booming voices. "And I see that
the experience has put the mental picture
of themselves in a college setting in
place."
Williams agrees. "Psychologically, having the program at Howard is very important," he says. "It sets the stage for the
children to have some rather high-level
aspirations for learning."
It was Williams' belief that minority children can become leaders if they are
properly nurtured that motivated him to
set up the satellite program. "Why should
we allow the minority child with great
ability to not reach his or her potential?" he
asks. "Why should we expect all minority
NEW DlRECTlONSJULY/OCTOBER

1983
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You can now.
Gulf Oil Corporation
recently made a substantial grant
to WHMM-Tv, Howard University's
public television station. The sole
purpose of the grant? 'Ib help
finance the production and airing
of '~erica's
Black Forum:' the
university's first national programming effort and the nation's
only black -produced television
news show.
'Amertca's Black Forum"
will air weekly on PBS stations,
on 18 commercial stations and on
Black Entertainment 'Ielevision
(BET), this country's first and
only black cable satellite network.
The program will feature prominent civil rights, business, political and professional leaders. They
will present, interpret and evaluate issues and data vital and relevant to blacks everywhere.
Of course blacks every-

where have long depended upon
black -owned-and-operated media
for accurate and unbiased news.
Gulf too, appreciates the importance of black media and of direct,
straight- forward communication
with the black community. This
explains our past history of scheduling Gulfs commercial and
corporate messages in black
newspapers and magazines. A
natural continuation of this
commitment is our sponsorship
of 'Amerrca's Black Forum"
Wehope that our support
of television station WHMM
and of Howard University itself
will attract additional and welldeserved corporate and foundation grants. That would suggest
that Gulf is not alone in believing
that "human energy- is America's
greatest resource"

e

Human Energy: America's Greatest Resource.

.

© Gulf Oil Corporation
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children to stay depressed at the same
level? Why can't we develop those who.
have the ability to become leaders?"
When the Howard educator goes on in
this vein he seems to be voicing a modern
version of the "talented tenth" idea advanced by W.E.B. Du Bois. In an essay
published in 1903, Du Bois started out
with these words:
"The Negro race, like all races, is going
to be saved by its exceptional men. The
problem of education, then, among Negroes must first of all deal with the Talented Tenth; it is the problem of developing the Best of this race that they may
guide the Mass away from the contamination and death of the Worst, in their own
and other races."
And he concluded:
"The Talented Tenth of the Negro race
must be made leaders of thought and
missionaries of culture among their people. No others can do this work and Negro
colleges must train men for it. The Negro
race, like all other races, is going to be
saved by its exceptional men."
In her introductory notes to this essay in
her volume, "The Writings of W.E.B. Du
Bois," Virginia Hamilton acknowledges
that the talented tenth idea constituted
"one of the most misunderstood tenets of
Dr. Du Bois' educational philosophy."
"MarJYtook Dr. Du Bois' essay, 'The Talented Tenth,' to mean that a learned elite
should have control over the untrained
and ignorant black masses. Nothing
could have been further from the truth. For
Dr. Du Bois, the finest achievement to
which an educated black man could aspire was the leadership of his people."
James Williams shares this interpretation - and this belief. His own concern
with helping gifted Black children
maximize their potential so they can become future leaders dates back to the late
'60s and early '70s. At the time he was
working on his master's degree at
Teachers College of Columbia University
and his doctorate at the University of Iowa
- both in educational psychology. [His
undergraduate work was done at North
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Carolina Central University in Durham.]
"At Columbia and Iowa, the professors
always presented child development as
an area in which everyone was born with
the same ability but by the fourth, fifth and
sixth grades, minority children were way
down on the [learning] curve," he recalls.
"1 heard that over and over and over
again. And I just said, 'I don't believe this.
If I ever get out of here [graduate school]
I'm going to do something to change this
trend.'"
The satellite program is a direct outgrowth of that resolve.
So, too, is the related Graduate Leadership Training Program for Gifted Education which also was started in 1979. The
underlying rationale for that program is
that a teacher with specialized training is
better able to recognize, understand,
challenge and aid gifted children. Consider; for instance, the motto frequently
voiced at educational conferences: "It
takes a gifted teacher to teach a gifted
child"
Howard is the only predominantly Black
university in the nation currently offering a
graduate-level program in gifted education. "There are very few Black teachers
being trained in gifted education, very few
who have the credentials to enable them
to work with minority gifted students,"
Williams says. "Even in an integrated
school system, you'll find that teachers of
the gifted are always white. It's a credentialing thing that always leaves us
[Blacks] out. So if Howard doesn't do it
[offer advanced training in gifted education], it seems like it might not get
done."
The core courses in the curriculum are
Psychology

and Education

of the Gifted,

which examines the historical development of gifted education and deals with
the characteristics, needs and identification of the gifted; Methods and Materials
for Teaching the Gifted, which covers curriculum development for the gifted, with
special emphasis on creating and using
multi-ethnic teaching materials; and
Supervised Practicum/lnternship,
which

13

enables participants to translate theory
into action by working directly with gifted
students or with an agency or organization concerned with the gifted.
Many graduate students have met the
qualifications for the practicum by working in the satellite program, either teaching or handling administrative details. So
far about 20 master's degrees have been
awarded through the program.
One of these recipients is Annie Beard
who for 16years has taught social studies
at Browne Junior High School, located in
a lower-income Black neighborhood in far
northeast WaShington. "Over the years I
noticed that we had some very exceptional children," she observes. "But I
never really thought I was trained to bring
out their best attributes in order to lift them
to their highest potential. When I read
about the Howard program, it seemed
just what I wanted."
Convinced that her school needed a
gifted and talented program, she enrolled
at Howard for the 1981-82academic year.
"1 wanted to make it popular to be smart,"
she explains. "Smart children never
wanted anyone else to know they were
smart. I wanted them to be proud they
were smart. Another thing: I've always
found there are all kinds of special rewards for people who are underachievers, but none for overachievers or the exceptional children. So I wanted to provide
some special rewards for them."
Drawing on her studies at Howard and
aided by a small grant from the District of
Columbia school system, Beard established a program in her school that first
identified gifted children and then
grouped them together for more advanced offerings in math, English, social
studies, science and computer science,
while enabling them to interact with other
students in other classes. The gifted students' teachers all received in-service
training, while the parents-on their own
initiative - organized to boost the program and raise funds for special
activities.
Beard's experience setting up the pro-
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gram at Browne as well as her experience
teaching in Howard's satellite program
last summer has reconfirmed her belief in
the necessity of programs directed at the
Black gifted. "I think the whole point is we
[Black people] have a lot of special children," she observes. "We really do. But I
think a lot of them are turned off at a very
very early age because they have no one
to fight for them. It's just like that [United
Negro College Fund] commercial goes:
'A mind is a terrible thing to waste.' I think
we are wasting a lot of minds and I don't
think we-as a people-can afford it."
Not surprisingly, Williams cites Annie
Beard as an example of the type of student he hopes the Graduate Leadership
Training Program for Gifted Education will
continue to attract. "She's a mind-shaker,"
he says. "That's the whole idea. That's
what I wanted to do: to get people in here
who would be that type of leader."
But the graduate program is facing
hard times. It had been supported in
1979, 1980 and 1981 by grants from the
Office of Gifted Education of $95,000 the
first year and $76,900 each for the second
and third years. With the advent of the
Reagan Administration and the consequent passage of the Educational Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981,
the Office of Gifted Education was dismantled and funds previously allocated
for gifted education became part of block
grants awarded to states to use as they
saw fit. Many financially hard-pressed
states saw fit to put programs for the
gifted far down on their priority lists.
One consequence of all this was that
Howard's funding for the graduate program was discontinued.
The elimination of the federal grant has
forced the graduate program to reduce
the number of teaching assistantships it
could offer. Not only has this hurt the
graduate program - by making it more
difficult to recruit and retain students but it also has hurt the satellite program.
Previously each satellite class was taught
by a regular teacher and a graduate student holding a teaching assistantship.
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found with about the same frequency as
But last summer the number of teaching
are gifted white children."
assistants was reduced to three.
2) "Gifted Negro children are typical
In addition, a major private donor who
gifted
children. The typical gifted child is
had given the satellite program $10,000 in
1981 and again in 1982 was unable to accelerated in school - he is young for
support the program for a third year. his grade ... [He] is almost always a voraMoney from this source had been used to cious reader, exhibiting an intellectual
award partial scholarships to low-income curiosity which is seemingly insatiable."
students or to those whose parents had
3) "The superiority of gifted Negro
more than one child in the program.
children cannot be attributed to white anForced to rely solely on fees to operate the
cestry ... It was found that the group of
program, Williams was able to award only
superior children exhibits the same de43 scholarships last summer, compared
gree of race mixture as does the general
to 75 the summer of '82.
Negro populaton; most of the children are
To make matters even worse, a large of predominantly Negro ancestry"
number of parents waited until the very
"The chief value of this study from the
last minute to pay those fees. So it was scientific standpoint," Jenkins reported,
that a few days before the program's an- "is that it adds to the already abundant
ticipated June 27 opening, Williams was evidence that differences in intelligence
pacing in his office, puffing nervously on are a matter of individual rather than of
cigarette after cigarette and worrying out racial differences."
loud: "I'm playing it right up to Sunday
In numerous other articles, Jenkins exnight before Monday morning to know amined such questions as the differences
where we stand [i.e. whether enough par- between gifted and average Black stu"8nts would come forward with the money dents; the backgrounds of gifted Black
so the satellite program would be able to students; the problems they face (e.g.
go forward as planned.] It's tough."
"The superior Negro youth is likely to beThe scene had a happy ending, as we come preoccupied with racial matters to
know The program did go on-134 chil- the detriment of achievement in other
dren and 13 teachers strong. But the areas. "); and the need to encourage
happy ending shouldn't mask a pervasive those with unique intellectual gifts (e.g.
reality the need for outside funding
"The Negro group can ill afford to squanfor both the satellite and graduate pro- der its intellectual capital; no group in
grams remains critical. Funds are America needs more to mobilize and
needed, too, to support research on utilize its most capable individuals.")
Black gifted children.
Williams' intent is to follow up Jenkins'
"There hasn't been any major research work by expanding the pioneering eduon minority gifted students since the work cator's Chicago research model. The raw
Jenkins did back in the '30s and '40s," data for Williams' studies will be drawn
Williams says, referring to educator Martin from the information he has assembled on
D. Jenkins, a former president of Morgan some 750 children who have been tested
State College (now Morgan State Univer- for admission into the satellite program
sity.)
over the years. Thus has the satellite proIn a September 1936 article in The gram assumed another important role:
Crisis, for instance, Jenkins shared some that of a laboratory for research.
of his findings from a study he made of
The ultimate aim of his research,
gifted Black children in Chicago public Williams says, "is to show that there are
schools:
Black gifted children and that they come
1) "Where adequate opportunities are from all socioeconomic backgrounds."
afforded for educational and cultural deAlong the way he hopes to explore
velopment, gifted Negro children are many related questions. Examples: What
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Math teacher Jeanette Lea helps Raymond Briscoe (seated, left) and Kamilah Jenkins use supermarket
ads in a math reasoning exercise. Looking on is James H. Williams, director of Howard's Satellite Summer
Enrichment Program for Gifted and Talented Students

role does family background play in the
development of giftedness? What about
birth order? What about the kind of activities children elect to pursue? What about
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child raising practices? Are there
similarities in the child raising practices of
an unemployed welfare mother with a
high-IO child, for instance, and an edu-

cated middle-class professional with a
high-IO child? How do you account for the
discrepancy
between
ability
and
achievement shown by some gifted children? Can you pinpoint factors that seem
to boost motivation for learning and those
that tend to suppress it? Can a profile of a
typical Black gifted child be drawn? If so,
what does it look like?
Williams plans to take a sabbatical so
he can begin to come up with some answers to these questions "in a scientific
way, so the findings can be acceptable
anywhere." "Until we put it [research findings] in the literature," he says, "there is
not going to be a change in thinking about
minority gifted people."
As it is, undertaking an ambitious research project and running both the satellite and graduate programs make for a
very full agenda. Williams (who is also a
husband and the father of three) is a man
who seems to have time and patience for
everyone - whether child, parent,
teacher or visiting journalist. He is a man
who seems composed of equal parts
scholar, teacher and PR man and who
plays each part with verve. He is, above
all, a man driven by a mission, a mission to
identify and nurture Black gifted children
and to share with the world their value.
Given all this, some of his supporters
worry he'll burn himself out.
,
Last summer, as the satellite program
came to an end and a new semester was
soon to begin, an exhausted Williams was
planning to get in his car and drive "anywhere" for a few days just to get away from
it all for awhile. But he was soon back in
his office, renewed and ready to do battle
again.
"There are a lot of people in this society
who still believe there are no minority
gifted children - or that there might be
one here and one there but that they are
the exceptions to the rule," he said as he
sat at his desk and pounded away at what
has become his familiar refrain. "So that's
why I can't wait to sit down and start to put
some things on paper ... 'cause I'm gonna
show this country something!"
0
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